**Extra Hot**

1. Write a report/article about the Great Fire of London. Your report must include the causes and impacts of the event on London.

OR: 2. GCSE Question

"Identify & explain two reasons why Charles I was executed in 1649". (6 marks)

Write you answers as PEE paragraphs

---

**Hot**

1. Write a biography for Charles II and his life. Focus on the time after his father was defeated by Oliver Cromwell in 1645.

OR: 2. Create a model of Naseby battlefield showing the formation of the roundheads and cavaliers armies. Include facts such as numbers of men and the type of weapons they would use.

---

**Mild**

1. Create a comic book about the slimy Stuarts. You can either focus on one event of Stuart Britain or complete an overview of the Stuart reign with key events.

OR: 2. Create a quiz on the slimy Stuarts. This can be used on the class for revision. It must include at least 10 questions.

---

**Extra Mild**

1. Create a family tree of the Stuart family, highlighting who became King/Queen and how long they were on the throne for. You must create your family tree not just copy one off the internet!!

OR: 2. Find out how plague doctors protected themselves from catching the plague in 1665.